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The CUPI Project

• Small research study on co-pro with 

people in the VCSE

• Funded by Community University 

Partnership Initiative (CUPI)

• Role of the GM Co-production Network

• Report and posters

• Joint interviews
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Enabling factors for co-pro

• Embedding a co-productive ethos

• Commitment to organisational learning 

and adaptation

• Management (and funder) support

• Adequate resourcing

• Power sharing 

• Established communication channels
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Skills for co-pro
• “There wasn’t any training and there’s a 

reason for that, because we wanted the 

[product] to represent our customers … the 

real grassroots activity that has such a value 

across our communities. Those are the sorts 

of projects that you’re able to have a 

conversation about then. Because our panel 

members are involved in that grassroots 

activity, they’re perfectly qualified to scrutinise 

any applications that are coming in.”
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Skills for co-pro
People should be willing to….

• Listen

• Learn from others

• Compromise

• Participate

• Adhere to formal arrangements

• Acknowledge and embrace their own 

expertise
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Processes for co-pro
• Boundaries vs openness

• Use of informal and safe meeting 

spaces

• Use of a variety of communication 

channels

• Maintaining engagement with needs, 

and potential needs, of people over time
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Partnership working at the



Our approach to partnership working

• We recognise the importance of working 
collaboratively with people who come to the centre 
to design, deliver and evaluate our services. 

• Peer Mentor programme – “Co-Production bridge”.

• Supported volunteering – anyone can volunteer and 
everyone brings a useful skill. 

• Action groups/committees - meetings to evaluate, 
plan and make decisions about different aspects of 
service delivery.



Overview

Supported volunteering

• Tony – why volunteer and a typical start to the day

• Alix – the process and recruitment

Meetings and strategy work

• Our approach to meetings

• MHP Minimum Standards case study



Supported volunteering – mornings at the 
Booth Centre

• Arrive before doors open – get changed and store belongings.

• Get a brew and say hello to everyone.

• Set routine of morning jobs – get café set up for breakfast, water 
plants – tasks can be completed as people arrive.

• Volunteer morning meeting – everyone has job role and is clear on 
work plan for day – Centre logistics of day discussed – person on link 
work, visitors, session/activity leaders.

• Link up with area of Centre volunteering in  - café, kitchen, welcome, 
activities. 



Supported volunteering – Tony

• I got a lot of help and now want to give back
• I like helping people, it doesn’t take 5 minutes to 

make someone feel better
• Improved self confidence – much more chatty now
• People feel less alone when there’s more people to 

talk to
• Got me active – now playing football as well





Case study - Peter

• Recruitment opportunity for volunteering

• Journey of an individual taking part in the strategic change of the Centre

10 minutes:

• What could you achieve in your service and what would the barriers be?



Our approach to action groups/committees

• Not everyone wants to volunteer in the running of the Centre but 
group meetings open another communication channel with people 
who use the centre.

• Arts, sports, IT, employment, women and media groups with planned 
development in the next year.

• Some groups have formalised weekly meeting slots, some monthly, 
some are working towards this.



Our approach to action groups/committees

• Success criteria for the action groups: meetings must be planned, 
organised, well run and followed up. This results in;

• Increased involvement from people who use the centre
• It enables us to make better decisions and better plans for the service
• It gives people a sense of ownership and pride in the Centre  - which 

offers control over environment
• People can start to see meetings as a way of effecting change – this 

can be built on
• Transferable skills – chairing meetings, minute taking, agenda setting, 

progression towards stated goals





Strategic work

• Meetings can act as a step towards wider citizen engagement. This 
has worked best with Manchester Homelessness Partnership action 
groups.

10 minutes:

• What networks are available to you and could this approach improve 
your service?

• What experiences do you have of building on existing approaches to 
effect change in a wider setting?



Case study: Minimum Standards for Emergency 
Accommodation
1. Cold weather review meeting – people who had been involved in 
action groups and peer mentoring at BC and had experienced the cold 
weather provision were invited to a consultation.

2. MHP action group was then formed.

3. People were supported to chair, write agendas and attend meetings.

4. Clear goals were agreed by the action group– increased awareness, 
improved access to information and an agreement on standards of 
emergency accommodation.

5. Outputs; video to raise awareness and be heard, launch event, 
standardised information pack and minimum standards agreed by MHP 
including the council!



Case study: Minimum Standards for Emergency 
Accommodation
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